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MEMORANDUM 
 

Engineering Dept. 
DATE:   September 26, 2014 
 
TO:   Multi-Modal Transportation Board (MMTB) 
 
FROM:  Paul T. O’Meara, City Engineer 
 
SUBJECT: Oak St. Paving Project 
 
 
UPDATE 
 
The design of Oak St. was last discussed by the MMTB at the meeting of August 11.  At that 
time, the parking survey was finalized and issued to the public.  The attached letters were 
mailed to all property owners that have frontage on Oak St. from the west City limit to Lakepark 
Dr.  As noted therein, a deadline of August 31 was provided, with the intention that the results 
would be discussed at the MMTB meeting of September 4.  The September meeting was 
cancelled due to a lack of a quorum.  However, since then, the Board has met to interview and 
recommend a transportation engineering firm.  The City Commission approved an agreement 
with Fleis & Vandenbrink (F&V) at their meeting of September 22 (last Monday). 
 
Now that a transportation engineer has been retained, we have immediately introduced them to 
the Oak St. project.  There are two areas where we will be looking to F&V for assistance: 
 

1. The cross-section and plan of Oak St. in front of Quarton School. 
2. The design of the Chesterfield Ave. intersection, and its traffic signal. 

 
In order to get this process moving, F&V staff will be visiting the school this week to witness 
the morning and afternoon periods at the beginning and end of a typical school day.  We have 
also scheduled a meeting for Monday, Sept. 29 with the school staff to review their current 
position on the parent drop off and pickup arrangement, and their perspective on any of the 
current modifications being considered.  The outcome of that meeting will be reported at the 
Board meeting.   
 
SURVEY RESULTS 
 
In our previous discussions, we identified that Oak St. was built in approximately 1930, as a 
wide two lane road with parking available on both sides.  The Multi-Modal Master Plan 
recommends the elimination of parking on one side, and the introduction of bike lanes on both 
sides.  However, for most of the project length (other than in front of the school), the usage 
and density of the adjacent properties are the same on both sides of the street, making it 
unclear which side of the street should keep parking.  Since parking demand is low (except at 
the school), a potential option would be to eliminate parking on both sides.  The final street 
width could then be narrower than it is today, while still providing space for bike lanes.  Below 
is a more detailed analysis of the survey results, from east to west. 
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a. Chesterfield Ave. to Lakepark Dr. 
 

1. The survey received 24 responses from people that live on this segment.  Since there 
are only 21 households, this represents a very strong response.  Clearly, more than one 
response was being issued from some households.  Nevertheless, it appears to 
represent a strong majority of the people that live on this segment. 

2. More than half of the respondents (64%) stated having the ability to park on Oak St. is 
important to them. 

3. If parking is banned, the respondents slightly favored the wider road with buffered 
parking by a factor of 58% to 42%. 

4. Virtually everyone who took the time to write a comment felt that parking should remain 
available. 
 

b. Glenhurst Dr. to Chesterfield Ave. 
 
1. The survey received 8 responses from people that live on this segment.  Since there are 

only 10 households, this again represents a very strong response, unless several 
responses were received from certain households.   

2. A strong majority of the respondents (83%) stated having the ability to park on Oak St. 
is important to them. 

3. The questions on options are unfortunately inconclusive, as they did not make sense. 
4. Similar to above, those taking the time to write a comment are in favor of maintaining 

parking. 
 
c. West City Limit to Glenhurst Dr. 

 
1. Only one house out of six responded to the survey request.  They did not take issue 

with the idea of losing their ability to park on Oak St. 
2. Modifications to this segment will only be appropriate if bike lanes are implemented on 

the other segments that are actually being reconstructed.   
 
RECOMMENDED CROSS-SECTION 
 
Given the sentiment of the residents relative to parking, staff encourages the Board to have a 
discussion on a preferred cross-section.  We are hopeful that a preferred cross-section in front 
of the school will start materializing after the meeting planned for this coming Monday.  
Forming a final recommended cross-section for both segments is important so that a public 
hearing can be scheduled at a future meeting.  We can then send out letters to the adjacent 
owners and the neighborhood in general about the direction that the Board is headed, and the 
need for input from the community.  It is hoped that a final cross-section can then be advanced 
to the City Commission by late November.  It is imperative that final design of the road begin by 
then to make certain that bidding documents are available to contractors no later than 
February. 
 
Should the Board be ready to do so, a suggested resolution is provided below. 
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TRAFFIC SIGNAL 
 
When the RFP was put together to hire a firm to prepare the Master Plan, eight intersections 
with traffic signals were included for further study and analysis.  Attached are the sheets that 
the master plan included that speak to the Chesterfield Ave. intersection.  The following 
possible changes were suggested: 
 

1. Add curb extensions. 
2. Convert to a roundabout. 
3. Remove signal, changing to stop control (or roundabout). 
4. Update pedestrian times. 
5. Add/Extend Flashing Operation. 
6. Add detection. 

 
Item #1 is clearly something the project will likely entail.  We have hesitated to prepare any 
drawings at this time until the desired cross-section of the street is decided.   
 
Item #2 has been taken out of consideration.  A roundabout is generally not considered 
conducive to a positive environment for pedestrians needing to cross the road (no vehicles ever 
need to stop, leaving pedestrians having to wait for gaps, and creating uncertainty about what 
vehicles are going to do).  Given the high volume of young pedestrians close to an elementary 
school, there appears to be little support for this option. 
 
Item #3 (removing the signal in favor of a four-way stop) may have merit from a traffic 
operations standpoint.  We understand that there may be resistance from the public.  We have 
asked the consultant to study this option in greater detail.  They are in the process of acquiring 
current traffic volume counts to begin this study. 
 
Items #4 and #5 should be considered if it is decided that the signal should stay.   
 
Any thoughts that the Board may have for the consultant as they begin their study should be 
brought forth at this time. 
 
Note that decisions on a traffic signal recommendation need not be moved along as fast as the 
cross-section.  First, the consultant has had no opportunity to develop a recommendation.  
Further, the time involved in implementing the final design of the signal (even if removal is 
proposed) will not be as time sensitive as the cross-section. 
 
SUGGESTED RESOLUTION: 
 
The Multi-Modal Transportation Board, after discussion, analysis, and input from the public, 
prefers Option ___ for the segment of Oak St. between Glenhurst Dr. and Chesterfield Ave., 
and Option ___ for the segment of Oak St. between Chesterfield Ave. and Lakepark Dr.  Based 
on this direction, the Board will conduct a public hearing at its regularly scheduled meeting of 
November 6, 2014, at 6:00 P.M., to obtain input from the public prior to making a final 
recommendation.   
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Oak Street Paving Survey

What section of Oak St. do you live on?
 Lakepark Dr. to Chesterfield Ave. 

 Chesterfield Ave. to Glenhurst Dr. 

 Glenhurst Dr. to West City Limit 

 None of the above

How often do you personally park on Oak St.?
 Often (3+ times per week)

 Sometimes (between Rarely and Often)

 Rarely (less than once every 2 weeks)

 Never

How often do visitors to your home park on Oak St.?
 Often (3+ times per week)

 Sometimes (between Rarely and Often)

 Rarely (less than once every 2 weeks)

 Never

How important is it to you to have the ability to park on Oak St.?
 Very Important

 Somewhat Important

 Not Important

Do you support eliminating parking on Oak St. in favor alternatives such as a narrower
pavement and/or bike lanes?

 Yes

 No

This Section Only for Those in the Lakepark Dr. to Chesterfield
Ave. Section

Is the ability to park on Oak St. important to you?
 Yes

 No

If parking IS banned, do you prefer Option 1 or 2?
See the information at www.bhamgov.org/oakpaving to review Options 1 and 2.

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bhamgov.org%2Foakpaving&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEvKwxQ6M5rhRZSBsIlLftR3Vkttg
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 Option 1

 Option 2

If parking is NOT banned, do you prefer Option 1 or 2?
See the information at www.bhamgov.org/oakpaving to review Options 1 and 2.

 Option 1

 Option 2

Comments

This Section Only for Those in the Chesterfield Ave. to
Glenhurst Dr. Section

Is the ability to park on Oak St. important to you?
 Yes

 No

If the ability to park on Oak Street IS important to you, do you prefer option 1 or 2?
See the information at www.bhamgov.org/oakpaving to review Options 1 and 2.

 Option 1

 Option 2

If parking is banned, do you prefer Option 1 or 2?
See the information at www.bhamgov.org/oakpaving to review Options 1 and 2.

 Option 1

 Option 2

Comments

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bhamgov.org%2Foakpaving&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEvKwxQ6M5rhRZSBsIlLftR3Vkttg
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bhamgov.org%2Foakpaving&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEvKwxQ6M5rhRZSBsIlLftR3Vkttg
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bhamgov.org%2Foakpaving&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEvKwxQ6M5rhRZSBsIlLftR3Vkttg
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Powered by

This Section Only for Those in the Glenhurst Dr. to West City
Limit Section

Is the ability to park on Oak St. important to you?
 Yes

 No

If parking is banned, do you prefer Option 1 or the existing layout?
See the information at www.bhamgov.org/oakpaving to review Option 1 and the existing layout.

 Option 1

 Existing

Comments

This form was created inside of City of Birmingham MI. 

Report Abuse - Terms of Service - Additional Terms

Submit
Never submit passwords through Google Forms.

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bhamgov.org%2Foakpaving&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEvKwxQ6M5rhRZSBsIlLftR3Vkttg
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1iRrZ_Gf7YMqCYyA_6T_ELlXOXqevfj2rAwC1pSGjo2U/reportabuse?source=https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1iRrZ_Gf7YMqCYyA_6T_ELlXOXqevfj2rAwC1pSGjo2U/viewform?usp%3Dsend_form
http://www.google.com/accounts/TOS
http://www.google.com/google-d-s/terms.html
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Lakepark Dr. to Chesterfield Ave. 24 73%

Chesterfield Ave. to Glenhurst Dr. 8 24%

Glenhurst Dr. to West City Limit 0 0%

None of the above 0 0%

Often (3+ times per week) 15 45%

Sometimes (between Rarely and Often) 1 3%

Rarely (less than once every 2 weeks) 9 27%

Never 7 21%

33 responses
View all responses  Publish analytics

Summary

What section of Oak St. do you live on?

How often do you personally park on Oak St.?

How often do visitors to your home park on Oak St.?

Edit this formmgamboa@bhamgov.org

https://docs.google.com/a/bhamgov.org/spreadsheets/d/1A2-H-fk-fvGcJ2JQfSjLeyVE0UJ8Y4CW6faFmJKHfR0#gid=1816246853
https://docs.google.com/a/bhamgov.org/forms/d/1iRrZ_Gf7YMqCYyA_6T_ELlXOXqevfj2rAwC1pSGjo2U/edit#start=publishanalytics
https://docs.google.com/a/bhamgov.org/forms/d/1iRrZ_Gf7YMqCYyA_6T_ELlXOXqevfj2rAwC1pSGjo2U/edit
https://plus.google.com/u/0/me?tab=oX&authuser=0
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Often (3+ times per week) 16 48%

Sometimes (between Rarely and Often) 6 18%

Rarely (less than once every 2 weeks) 6 18%

Never 4 12%

Very Important 20 61%

Somewhat Important 2 6%

Not Important 10 30%

Yes 10 30%

No 21 64%

How important is it to you to have the ability to park on Oak St.?

Do you support eliminating parking on Oak St. in favor alternatives such as
a narrower pavement and/or bike lanes?

This Section Only for Those in the Lakepark Dr. to
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Yes 16 48%

No 9 27%

Option 1 10 30%

Option 2 14 42%

Option 1 11 33%

Option 2 11 33%

Chesterfield Ave. Section

Is the ability to park on Oak St. important to you?

If parking IS banned, do you prefer Option 1 or 2?

If parking is NOT banned, do you prefer Option 1 or 2?

Comments

Not only is parking important for my section of the street, it is critical for pick up and drop

off at Quarton elementary. Additionally, whenever there is a school party or event the

parking on Oak street east of the school is critical. I cannot imagine trying to bring an

infant or toddler to come with me to pick up child at quarton if parking were only to be

available Chesterfield and the north side of Oak across from the school. There is simply

not enough parking available over there. With regards to my residence, parking on Oak is

critical for our landscapers to get access to our backyard, along with other visitors to my
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home.

Terrible idea to get rid of parking. The person(s) who came up with this proposal

obviously does not live on Oak. This proposal gives no consideration to the residents on

Oak.

Parking is absolutely necessary on Oak. Many home owners on Oak street have shorter

driveways and cars can't be parked on the driveway. Therefore ability to park on Oak

street is critical. The letter that was mailed to Oak St. Residents states "It has been

observed that parking is typically not in high demand". That is an utterly subjective and

untrue statement. Many homeowners park at least one car on Oak.

Do NOT get rid of parking Oak. Many residents use Oak for parking because of their

shorter driveways and difficulty parking on other streets.

Whoever came up with this proposal obviously doesn't live on Oak. Please do not ban

parking on oak. It is utilized often for parking and is necessary. Terrible idea.

We hope the plan selected is successful in promoting slower traffic. The more green the

better. Thank you for asking.

There was no option 1 or 2 regarding parking. ?? In regard to the bike lanes, we do not

like Option 1 because it does not offer buffers between the drive lanes and the bike

lanes. We think B'ham should also be more pedestrian friendly by allowing wider

sidewalks. 5' walks are too narrow. Warren Heinz 1250 Oak

I think eliminating parking on Oak is a terrible idea. It is crucial that oak is still available

for parking for homeowners and visitors.

I am in favor of the "Existing" option. Ive seen an increase in joggers and bikers using

Oak street over the past 10+ years that I have lived here. Making the street narrower will

only make it MORE dangerous for everyone, as it will put cars closer to bikers and

joggers, and when doing those activities with 2 or more people, which I most often

observe, they are side by side and 5ft is not enough room. ATT trucks are parked on Oak

by my house quite often. Emergency vehicles use Oak a lot, and I assume they like it

wide. Not broke..don't fix it. 85 more years. Schoenberg 888 Piritan

Option 2 provides a street width of 35' down from 41', 2 lanes for vehicles and 2 lanes for

bikes separated by painted dividers and a 2' buffer. As Oak is a Fire Lane, the vehicle

lanes could be increased from proposed 10' to 12' if it is subsequently found necessary

or desirable for emergency vehicles by only repainting the dividers. By reducing overall

street width and eliminating 2 lanes, the actual speed of traffic should be significantly

reduced to our posted limit of 25 MPH.

parking is a necessity due to the fact that parking on crossing streets are very limited

I don't understand the question "If parking is NOT banned, do you prefer Option 1 or 2?"

since both options do not allow for parking. Both sides of the "Oak Avenue - Chesterfield

to Lakepark" sheet is the same & there are no new options which allow for parking

If parking is not banned, I do not understand the two options. I strongly support no

parking, the 2 foot buffers, and bike lanes. Not only do bike lanes fit into the life style of
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Yes 5 15%

No 1 3%

Option 1 2 6%

Option 2 2 6%

the community, I believe the narrower traffic lanes will definitely slow down vehicles,

which would be a very good thing.

Parking on Oak street is very important. Many homeowners use Oak street for parking.

Banning parking on Oak is a very, very bad idea. The importance of parking on Oak St.

far outweights any benefit of changing the parking/traffic patterns for Oak.

Parking is very important. Our guests often use Oak for parking. Further, school visitors

use Oak every school day on the section from Fairfax to Chesterfield.

I feel that either option will be an improvement.

We live on the first block east of Chesterfield. During the school year, parents are

constantly parking on Oak throughout the school day. There is not sufficient parking at

the school, or on Oak, west of Chesterfield. Parking has to be maintained.

This Section Only for Those in the Chesterfield Ave. to
Glenhurst Dr. Section

Is the ability to park on Oak St. important to you?

If the ability to park on Oak Street IS important to you, do you prefer option 1
or 2?

If parking is banned, do you prefer Option 1 or 2?
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Option 1 2 6%

Option 2 0 0%

Comments

I live at 1712 Oak, across the street from the school. Parking along Oak is important to

our family, not because of many visitiors to my house, but for the needs of the school.

Parking is always needed for school drop off and pickup, school functions during the day

and some evenings. Parents of school children even have parked in our driveway!

Eliminating parking on the north side of Oak for bike lanes is unwise. I did not check

Option 1 or 2 above so as not to skew the votes as if I favor either choice (I do not). I

would have voted for the "Existing" option if given the choice. Bicyclists have been using

Oak Ave for many decades without striping or designated lanes and navigate it just fine.

Bike lanes are not needed on this subdivision road and not needed to justify that

Birmingham is "Multimodal friendly". If parking spaces are taken away, I would expect

more parents to park in my driveway (when they are late) and along Chesterfield. Lastly,

the 6.5' parkway along the school is a nice buffer to the 41 feet of asphalt and I oppose

using it to add to widen Oak for the addition of bike lanes. Thank you, Mike Kennedy

Because of the school. I do not think parking will be banned on this section of Oak.

Limited time parking during school hours should be allowed on the south, school side of

the street in order to relieve the burden on the property owners on the residential side,

across from the school. Residents of this section of Oak need to have some

accommodation for parking because the houses front only on Oak and there is no side

street option for additional parking if necessary.

The road is too wide now. Cars pass me as I pull into my drive. Chesterfield to Lake Park

is being narrowed from 41 to 35 or 31 feet. The transaction to a 49 foot wide section for

Chesterfield to Glenhurst, option 2, would make the intersection feel like a parking lot,

and most likely become an area that cars pass other cars.

Since we have moved into our house 11 years ago, across form the Quarton School

parking lot, during the school year, on street parking is used in front of our house 100%

of the time. With multiple children and visitors, we use it at least once a day year round.

This demonstrates that on street parking is heavily used and desired in front of our

house. Not having it would present a hardship for us because the closest legal parking is

otherwise about 100 yards away.
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Yes 0 0%

No 1 3%

Option 1 1 3%

Existing 0 0%

This Section Only for Those in the Glenhurst Dr. to West
City Limit Section

Is the ability to park on Oak St. important to you?

If parking is banned, do you prefer Option 1 or the existing layout?

Comments

A median is the best idea. It should be revisited. Or alternatively, narrowing the street.

Number of daily responses
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Paul O'Meara <pomeara@bhamgov.org>

Re: Fw: Oak Paving Project
1 message

Lois Casey <lcasey723@yahoo.com> Thu, Sep 11, 2014 at 8:26 PM
Reply-To: Lois Casey <lcasey723@yahoo.com>
To: Paul O'Meara <pomeara@bhamgov.org>

What a disappointment to change my work schedule so that I could attend with my
neighbors the meeting that we were advised of in August on September 4, 2014.  A week
later and still no explanation from the city.  One gentleman had changed a business trip to
attend his Golfview street meeting following our meeting.  I hope someone from the police
department has been watching this evening.  I had to leave my home at 4:45.  When I finally
could back out with people on either side of my driveway parking as close as they could to
my driveway -------indignant that I was in their way, a car with a Blackhawks sticker (let's
hope it was a teenager from the new Bloomfield Hills High School and not a parent) refused
to stop which left me approaching on-coming west bound traffic.  To avoid an accident, I
waited for him to pass me on the right.  Incidentally, cars were parked on both the north and
south side so that left three of us trying to use two lanes.

This situation HAS TO BE ADDRESSED.  

Thank you, Lois Casey

On Wednesday, August 20, 2014 11:05 AM, Paul O'Meara <pomeara@bhamgov.org> wrote:

Thanks.  That helps me understand what took place.  

On Tue, Aug 19, 2014 at 6:41 PM, Lois Casey <lcasey723@yahoo.com> wrote:
It was something I drew up---very unofficial.  I brought it to the planning committee at
Quarton School when they installed the extra paving for drop-off.  It was something those
in attendance did not want to address.  The meeting was also open to Quarton's parents
and some of them understood our frustrations.  One of the former residents took multiple
pictures of cars blocking her driveway, showed them to the principal and the police chief
at the time when they would respond to her complaints.  She lived here much longer than
I and finally moved.  

Lois Casey

On Tuesday, August 19, 2014 7:25 AM, Paul O'Meara <pomeara@bhamgov.org> wrote:

Ms. Casey,

mailto:pomeara@bhamgov.org
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Thanks for your input.  I will pass this on to the board for their information.

You indicated that there was a petition wherein 8 of the 9 houses asked for no parking
during school hours.  How long ago was this?  Do you recall why it was not signed this
way?

On Mon, Aug 18, 2014 at 5:06 PM, Lois Casey <lcasey723@yahoo.com> wrote:
I have been a resident of 1860 Oak for 15 years.  I probably have been the most vocal
about this problem of Quarton School employees  parking in front of our nine homes. 
They arrive at 8:30 and leave promptly at 4.  These are not classroom teachers-they
use the parking lot because they remain after the children leave and can drive out of
the parking lot.  The other teachers are part-time para-pros or special teachers such as
music and art.  They do not want to spend the extra time in the parking lot while the
safety patrols limit traffic in and out of the parking lot for the safety of the children, head
west to avoid the  traffic of Moms picking up on either side of Oak and then proceed to
use the spaces in front of our homes all day.  Some will be considerate and park away
from the driveways but others will not and it really causes a safety issue while trying to
back out in the driveway of our own homes.  When we ask them nicely, the answer is---
-YOU chose to live here, across from a school.

I drew up a petition several years ago when the additional drop off area was added. 
Eight of the residents agreed---NO PARKING during school hours.  One of the total of
nine had no opinion.  We know as residents, we cannot have people arrive at our
homes or leave our homes during the times of 8:30 to 9 and 3:30 to 4.  I can live with
that but not all day.

I know the Holy Name area is carefully controlled for the resident's protection  as well
as the area around Brother Rice and Seaholm.  The excuse that --Quarton is the only
school with a problem because it was designed as a "walking school"  just isn't the
answer.  We will never go back to letting our children walk alone to school.  So---we are
left with a two fold problem, mothers in a hurry to drop their children off and teachers
who will NOT use the parking lot like it was intended.  It is a miracle no child  has been
hurt in this situation.

Please, please let us eliminate parking on the north side of Oak--if not at all times,
during school hours.  Option #1 would be my preference.

Lois Casey

-- 
Paul T. O'Meara
City of Birmingham, MI
City Engineer
 
248-530-1836
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Paul O'Meara <pomeara@bhamgov.org>

Oak Street Project
1 message

Helene Predhomme <predhomme@comcast.net> Tue, Sep 16, 2014 at 8:51 AM
To: pomeara@bhamgov.org

Paul,
I live on N. Glenhurst at the corner of Raynale and Glenhurst. I read over the survey results and my only hope is
that Oak doesn't end up looking like Lincoln between Southfield and Woodward. Too many signs, road striping
and posts make it unsightly, confusing almost ridiculous to me and I am not sure that it is safer for non-auto traffic
since it is so narrow. I think the residents that live on or near Oak, and the school families should have parking
available on Oak. Their needs far, far exceed the needs of bikers in my opinion (and I bike too).
Sincerely,
Helene Predhomme



MEMORANDUM 
 

Police Department 
 
DATE: August 14, 2014 
 
TO: Jana Ecker (Planning), Paul O’Meara (Engineering) and the Multi-

Modal   Board 
 
FROM: Mark Clemence, Deputy Chief of Police 
 
SUBJECT:  Residential Permit Parking Request  
 
 
The police department has received a petition from the residents of Golfview Street requesting 
residential permit parking between Midvale and Golfview (see attached petition). 
 
Designated residential permit parking can only be authorized by the city commission, (see 
attached ordinance, Sec. 110-138E).  In 1986, the city commission established prerequisites 
governing the issuance of designated residential permit parking (see attached).   
 
The police department has examined the Golfview Street petition and found that it meets the 
prerequisites for designated residential permit parking: 
 

1. 87.5% of residents are in favor of the petition. 
2. Golfview is a residential street. 
3. The area of the petition is one city block. 
4. Spill over parking is occurring on Golfview from Seaholm High School. 

The petition should be discussed by the Multi-Modal Board for a recommendation.  The 
recommendation of the Multi-Modal Board is then forwarded to the city commission for review.        
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Bicyclists In New York City & DC
Doubled In 4 Years

September 22nd, 2014 by Cynthia Shahan 
 
Washington DC and New York City have sprung to the forefront of a recent Census Statistics release.
Each city has improved bicycle infrastructure and shown swiftly rising numbers of bicyclists. The cities
have enhanced some networks of modern protected bike lanes, and bicyclists are using them as
quickly as they appear. Census figures published recently show a doubled rate of bike commuting
between 2009 and 2013.

Washington has a collection of protected lanes and painted lanes, and the expanding bicycle
culture swiftly fills the lanes and paths with each addition and improvement.

People for Bikes notes: “Washington DC vaulted to 4.5 percent of commutes by bicycle in 2013,
up from 2.2 percent in 2009. Among major U.S. cities, that estimate would place DC second
only to Portland, Oregon as a bike commuting hub.”

“DC has been coming up strong for several years,” said Darren Flusche, policy director for the
DC-based League of American Bicyclists, in an interview. “It’s the nation’s capital; I keep waiting
for someone to say they’re the nation’s bike capital.”

CleanTechnica is the #1 cleantech-focused
website in the world. Subscribe today!
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Washington is the leader. However, New York City, with 1.2%, is up from 0.6% in 2009. The
actual number is 46,000 daily bike commuters, about as many as Portland and DC combined.
New York added an estimated 10,000 bike commuters in 2013 alone, its fifth straight year of
growth. Those 10,000 net new bike commuters in New York accounted for essentially the
entire nationwide increase in bike commuting in 2013.

 

People for Bikes continues: “Flusche credited the Michael Bloomberg administration, led by
former Transportation Commissioner Janette Sadik-Khan, for rapidly dedicating miles of space
on New York streets for painted or protected bike lanes. The 2013 figure reflects the effects of
the first six months of Citi Bike, the wildly popular bike share system launched last year in
Manhattan.”

“I think we’re finally seeing the benefits of those decisions made as far back as ’09, ’10, ’11,”
Flusche said.

DC also benefits from a strong and growing bikeshare program, but it was launched earlier
and not on the same scale as Citi Bike.

As the League of American Bicyclist tells us, “Bikesharing is one of the most sustainable
transportation investments out there. That makes it a very good use of tax-payer capital
funds.”

The Census numbers of bicycle commutes show nearly twice as many men as women biking.
However, women outnumber men as pedestrians by a narrow margin. It seems women walk
more.

In New York, bicyclists became part of rescue services getting into places that cars were not
able to during the crisis of Sandy. In the midst of the disaster recovery, one found many faces
on bikes, sharing bikes, and bringing in food on cargo bikes.

“DC’s Capital Bikeshare is a Red Hot Success Story in One Year“ shares a similar story: “The
Washington Post reported that after last week’s earthquake, ridership tripled between 2pm
and 4pm, compared to the previous day! When traffic snarls were reported all through DC,
bikers did not have too many complaints! CaBi has become another means of getting around
for DC workers and residents, that is environmentally friendly and carbon friendly!

Related Stories:

New Intersection Designs

Biking & Transit Soar In Washington, DC 

NYC’s Citi Bike Data Visualized — Like Beautiful Choreography

Strava Labs Presents Heat Maps of Bicycling & Running

Image Credit: People for Bikes

Keep up to date with all the hottest cleantech news by subscribing to our (free) cleantech
newsletter, or keep an eye on sector-specific news by getting our (also free) solar energy
newsletter, electric vehicle newsletter, or wind energy newsletter.
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• Reply •

ScottRAB •  2 days ago

Census data is notoriously poor in regards to commuting numbers. First, it only
counts commute trips by a single mode, so if 40% was by bike and 55% was by
transit and 5% was by walking, the Census only counts one of those. Second,
pecent commute by bike is not uniform across any city. Parts of Portland are 1% or
less, while close in east side is 15% or better. Percent commute only gets part of the
picture, since ease of use and connectivity of the system are also highly variable.
Last, how does the land area between the jurisdictions compare?

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Benjamin Nead •  a day ago

see more

Glad to see Tucson did so well in this study. But maybe it isn't such a surprise. We
do have a lot of people pedaling around down here and there appears to be more
than ever in recent years (and I'm in that statistical block, getting back on a bike for
daily commuting in late 2012.) It helps that we have near perfect weather year
round. Hot summers keep many bikes off the streets then, but the so-called "winter"
down here is pure heaven, with daytime temps that are more like what the rest of
the US experiences during spring. There's also the very flat terrain.

Rain is also rare, so the fenders you see on those newer trendy commuter bikes 
are not really needed (they always seem to take those web ad photos for these
bikes in perpetually wet places up north, featuring nice looking youngsters who look
like they could also be dressed for a day of snowboarding.) There seems to be a
bike shop on every corner here - both excellent "mom & pop" operations and
national chains - and a used bike collective, Bicas, that also thrives (found a
handlebar stem there the other day for $3 that certainly would have cost ten times
that amount or more, if purchased new.) There are several noted custom frame-
builders located here catering to the higher end clientele and, for the competitive
cyclist, the annual El Tour De Tucson is one of the more popular annual long

 △ ▽  
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Cincy Bike Share starts rolling Monday
John Faherty, jfaherty@enquirer.com

11:51 a.m. EDT September 11, 2014

Monday begins a new era in Cincinnati travel. Is that overstating it? Probably. But Red Bike, a new bike-sharing
program will be an entirely new way to get around in Downtown, Over-the-Rhine and Uptown.

Participants will be able to take a bike from one of the stations spread across the city, and ride it from point A to
point B. It is essentially the same way a person would ride a bus or take a taxi. After using the bike, the rider
then returns it to any of the 30 stations.

The cost is either $8 for a day of usage, or $80 for a year. With annual memberships or daily memberships,
each ride is limited to 60 minutes, although you can use it as many times as you need.

"Annual memberships are a great way to add a new transportation option to your daily life at an affordable price," said Jason Barron, the executive
director of Red Bike.

The idea is that it will be fast and easy and save the environment and you will not need to find a parking place.

The program will launch on Monday, Sept. 15, at 10:30 at a ceremony at Freedom Way and Walnut Street at the Banks.

This spring, Mayor John Cranley proposed $1.1 million for the program. City Council approved the money and things got moving quickly. But the idea has
been brewing for a while.

In 2012, Cincinnati's Department of Transportation and Engineering conducted a feasibility study that pointed to the urban core because of its population
density, the mixture of housing and businesses and a supportive environment. According to the study, "the downtown/OTR area makes for a logical first
deployment of bike sharing in Cincinnati. ... Redevelopment in these areas has also shown a commitment to healthy and active lifestyles."

The study also liked downtown's slow traffic, generally flat topography and well-connected streets. The cool part is that riding in the city can be just fun.
Just follow the rules in place for cars and pay attention, because cars and their drivers can do surprising things and helmets will not be part of the rental.

Margy Waller has already purchased her membership. First, she said, she wants to be supportive of something "so exciting for this city." But really, she
just loves to ride around town as she goes to appointments and runs errands. She rode a lot when she was younger, but then started again in earnest
when she was a tourist in Washington D.C. and Paris where bike share programs have been running for years. "It got me riding again," Waller said. "It
changed my life really. It can do so much for this city."

People can join right now by going to www.cincyredbike.org.

Read or Share this story: http://cin.ci/1tycPhK
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Birmingham City Commission 
151 Martin Street 
Birmingham, MI 48012 
 
Dear Commissioners, 
 
   
 
The only way possible for us to safely drive out at the intersection of Linden 
Rd. on to Maple Rd. is to wait for the light to stop traffic at the Lake Park 
intersection. This is a blind intersection and is known as “Henderson’s 
Corner” where several students have been killed in a fatal crash in the past. 
 
The purpose of this letter is to voice opposition with the Multimodal Plan to 
convert West Maple Road from 4 lanes to 3 lanes as part of the resurfacing 
project. 
 
I have witnessed several accidents at this intersection including a car hitting 
a tree by the driver not paying attention. People constantly speed through 
this area and run the yellow light. This is a very dangerous intersection, and 
by removing the light you would be asking for a repeat of a fatal accident. 
Also, you would be inviting lawsuits against the city for removing the light 
and making the intersection more dangerous than it is now.  
 
My opposition also stems from a wide spread belief that the 4/3 plan will 
cause traffic congestion on West Maple Road, increase cut through traffic on 
side streets, reduce revenue to local businesses/churches, lose an important 
4-lane evacuation route in the event of a city emergency, as well create 
safety problems for bike lane riders and those who now benefit from the 
Lake Park traffic light slated for removal under the plan.   
 
There is also concern that the city is subjecting citizens to costly litigation 
costs from those who may be injured in traffic accidents as a result of adding 
bike lanes to a busy artery, as well as adding taxpayer costs for bike lanes 
used by very few residents and not supported by local bikers. 
 



In view of these many concerns, the City Commission is asked to delete the 
4/3 lane proposal from the Multimodal Plan now so that no taxpayer money 
is spent on studying this proposal as part of the road’s resurfacing project. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Jeff Wilmot 
147 Linden 
Birmingham 
248-644-6173 
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